
Practical precision to meet 
your growing needs 

Hologic Molecular Scalable Solutions

Creating Defining Moments Together

EVERY DAY, EVERY DIAGNOSIS IS A DEFINING 
MOMENT THAT TRANSFORMS LIVES

From the moment you obtain that fast, accurate result,  
to the moment you can provide a patient with life-changing 
clarity, we know that these are the defining moments that 
really matter.

Our pioneering portfolio of customisable solutions and 
services are adaptable to your specific clinical, operational 
and financial needs. Delivering scientific precision and 
clinical accuracy at the scale you need, helping to stretch 
your lab’s productivity without overstretching resources.



Hologic Molecular Scalable Solutions give labs of all shapes and sizes the power of choice. Select from a broad 
menu of high performing assay options,* run on scalable automation. Random and continuous access from a single 
patient result to a population level screening to meet your growing pressure and demands of today, and tomorrow.

G R O W  W I T H  H O L O G I C

PANTHER® ADD FUSION ADD PLUS ADD LINK

CONSOLIDATE  
YOUR ASSAY MENU

From our broad portfolio 
focusing on women’s health 
and infectious diseases:

The foundation for assay 
consolidation, future scalability 
and growth.1

Adds flexibility, capacity and expanded 
testing menu, plus the ability to run 
Laboratory Developed Tests.1

Adds further capacity, walkaway time 
and throughput in 24 hours.1

• Cervical Health
• Viral Loads
• Sexually Transmitted Infections
• Vaginal Health 
• Hospital-acquired Infections

• Respiratory Infections
• Transplantation
• Gastrointestinal (bacteria, parasite, virus)†
• Open Access for Lab Developed Tests

Virtually connects multiple Panther systems 
to share information and monitor from a 
centralised dashboard.2

THROUGHPUT

TESTING NEED

VOLUME

High-ThroughputRandom Access and STAT Testing Dynamic Scheduling

Routine Lab Testing and Screening

1,000 - 10,000 Tests Per Week**

 †In development, not for sale
**Number of tests run on the Panther Scalable Solutions are based on a lab’s weekly volume requirements.
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